Telecom cables are laid from the surface. They need to sensor network built from fiber optic micro cable and battery be dense and strong to support laying forces induced by operated IP access nodes. Deep Sea Net fiber optic transport current, heave and depth. If the cable is laid directly above segments are deployed directly from a standard ROV, the bottom, density and internal reinforcement are not avoiding the use of a costly cable layer ship. Deployment skid critical.
is abandoned on user site ready to connect local sensors and Telecom networks never sleep. Repeaters need to be next transport segment. Deep Sea Net is a low consumption powered all the time. If network is operated only part of network which can be waked on user (or sensor) demand.
time, repeaters may be powered with batteries and copper Lithium batteries and fine power management will give 10 and high voltage insulation are not necessary.
years of autonomy with ¼/ of hour operation per day. The
Within above considerations a 2 millimeter light cable innovative approach of Deep Sea Net will permit to build, is conceivable. A 50 kilometers cable spool may extend and maintain future sensor networks at very interconnect user sites and match with repeater spanning. competitive prices.
Such little and light spool is compatible with standard ROV handling capacities. I. NETWORK CONCEPT
B. FOMC technical isuues Deep Sea Net is a new concept of deep sea sensor
Two fibers is the general standard for long distance IP network, to be installed beyond 1500 meters depth for transport. However for simplifying Deep Sea Net servicing smart IP sensors (Fig. 1) .
connectors, bi-directional transmission with single fiber is Deep Sea Net is built from fiber optic micro cable preferred. (FOMC) and battery operated switches (IP Nodes) for long Loose metal tube structure for fiber protection seems distance transport and local IP sensor interconnection, inevitable (no water ingress, no hydrogen effect, no fiber Deep Sea Net is deployed, extended and maintained stress). This solution will allow to keep, in the long term, with all sensor suite with a standard ROV.
attenuation performances on long distance transport 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 awake. These applications must have low power A spring actuated roller prevents the FOMC to be consumption (1W maximum). Being not autonomous they overloaded during acceleration or to be slack during cannot record parameters out of daily operating periods. deceleration (0.5 meter cable stroke).
However it may be interesting to equip systematically each -Automatic brake band node with such application (ex: low power multi-parameter At the end of the stroke, to prevent any slack the roller sensor: CTD sensor, current meter ..............).
actuates a brake band to brake the spool. Fig.7 installed, maintained and extended at affordable prices using their own naval equipment. The ROV laying speed (1 knot) will allow to install a Deep Sea Net may be operated from conventional 50 kilometer segment per day.
shore cable or offshore telecommunication buoy. It may The cable laying route, under full ROV control, will also be operated as an extension of an existing scientific clear all significant obstacles on the bottom and the skid network. Applications may be oceanographic or homeland will be driven right near to the user spot (which is in security. After demonstration, the technology, which is comparison difficult to achieve with conventional junction protected by Ifremer patents, will be transferred to the boxes laid from the surface).
industry for the benefit of deep sea science applications.
VII. DEEP SEA NET DEMONSTRATION
